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Tutorial for a „Moo-Card“ Holder.

What do you need?
•
•
•
•
•
•

28 cm flower ribbon 16mm wide.
Two pieces of matching Reversible Satin Ribbon 23 mm wide and 20 cm long.
A strip of felt (1 to 1.5 mm thick) measuring 5x18 cm.
A small piece of Velcro
A key ring
Chalk pencil, scissors, and yarn matching the colour of the ribbon.

1. When you cut the ribbon strips, make sure you make nice, straight cuts. Seal all the
ends with a lighter or wood burning pen.

2. With the chalk pencil mark which side of the felt strip is going to be the “left” side (this
will be the inside of the moo card pocket.) Put the pieces of satin 23mm ribbon next
to each other with one end (approx 1 cm) on the felt strip. The ribbon and the felt are
now left on left with 1 cm for the seam allowance. Secure the ribbons with a pin.

1 cm overlap

3. Stitch the ribbons to the felt strip (see also picture under point 4).

4. Put the flower ribbon on top of the satin ribbons; make sure it is exactly in the middle. Cut
the piece of Velcro to fit the width of the flower ribbon and stitch first the flower ribbon
and then the Velcro onto the felt strip.

5. Flip the satin ribbon strips over to the right side of the felt. Now the left sides of the ribbons
lie on the right side of the felt. Secure the ribbons with pins and stitch the inner sides to the
felt along the whole length. Also stitch the top side of the ribbons to the felt, about 2 mm
from the edge. At the bottom side, tuck the ribbons over the felt and stitch 2 mm from the
edge here as well. Do NOT fasten the outer sides of the ribbons to the felt yet! That’s for
later.

= Stitch lines

6. Now flip the flower ribbon over, like you did earlier with the two pieces of satin ribbon and
secure with pins along the middle of the two satin ribbons. The picture below shows the
bottom end of the strip.

7. As the flower ribbon is longer than the felt strip you’ll have a loose end now of about 9
cm. Fold this end in two, so you won’t see the left weaving side of the ribbon anymore,
then tuck the last 5 to 10mms of the flower ribbon between the satin ribbons on the felt
strip and the flower ribbon itself. The end of the flower ribbon is now invisible. Stitch both
sides of the flower ribbon lengthwise to the strip and, for the last 4 cm (the piece that is
longer than the strip) onto itself. Add the other Velcro piece to the tip of the flower ribbon.

8. This is how the inner side of your Moo Card pocket should look now:

9. Now fold the loose end of the flower ribbon in half again with the Velcro piece opposite
of its counterpart. This way a small loop is created. Later on this loop will hold the key ring.
Secure by hand with a couple of stitches invisible to the right side of the pocket-to-be.
Something like this:

10. Last but not least: Fold the whole strip in two and stitch the two outer sides together along
the edges of the satin ribbons. Add the key ring to the loop and pop a batch of your Moo
cards into the card holder…
11. You’re ready to go!

